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If you deal with a fox think of its tricks.

Eshete Gemeda 

Anancy must never manifest itself in its appearance what it
is, in fact, carrying out in its behavior. What you see is
not what you get.

Geof Brown

The determinate meanings often sought in criticism run
counter to the most fundamental values of the tradition
as encased in myth.    

Henry Louis Gates, Jr.



HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

You picked up this guide, I assume, because you have some
interest in becoming more aware of your day-to-day
interactions with tricksters. Know that this feeling of
knowing may leave you actually more vulnerable as the
trickster will use this against you. This guide will give you
the tools that you need to identify which trickster you are
dealing with and therefore what some of the cards are thatdealing with and therefore what some of the cards are that
they hold that often constitute the trick (the tendency to start
quarrels, the ability to convincingly fake their own death,
etc.). Tricksters are wily indeterminate creatures that will
use you as a pawn to prove a point and a stepping-stone on
the way to a better situation for themselves. This guide will
give you a fighting chance to be able to identify a trickster
before you end up almost coming to blows with your bestbefore you end up almost coming to blows with your best
friend, burning inside of a hollow tree or hanging upside
down from a sweet gum tree waiting for Mr. Man to come
and make you his dinner. 

Understand that tricksters do not have form, but rather take
form. The form that a trickster takes is most related to the
ubiquitous forms found in a specific environment’s ecology.
Therefore this guide will prove the most helpful if you start
from your location, or the location of your trickster sighting,
and then narrow it down using the trickster’s identifiable
characteristics. characteristics. 
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Before you step out your door, make sure to locate yourself. 
Are you an attractive woman? A trickster may try to seduce
you as he has an insatiable sexual appetite. Do you have
lots of money? Be careful as African trickster figures, in
particular, are obsessed with manipulating the strong and
reversing the normal structure of power and prestige. Are
you weak and dumb? Best to take a friend along with you,you weak and dumb? Best to take a friend along with you,
someone who is more than you in some way (hotter, 
richer, smarter, etc.) in the hope that the trickster will pray
upon them instead. 

Locate Yourself
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I do not suggest you go looking for tricksters. When
tricksters are defeated, it is through greater trickery rather
than brute force and I do not suggest that you attempt to
trick a trickster. Rather, learn from the following sayings 
of the Oromo people, and when in doubt, make a sacrifice 
and carry food with you.

A Word
of 

Caution

 Qaroon qaroo sobe, gadoo dabalata
A clever man, who tries to deceive another clever person,
reinforces vengeance 

Karaa dharaa filatuun nama kuffisa/balleessa

He who clings to a fixed idea is likely to be doomed to
failure
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Description.

Voice.

Sometimes good. Sometimes Malevolent. Only vegetable
he eats is lettuce. Breathed worms into the earth. Killed his
brother Osiris. Attempts to discredit Isis. Attempts to
prevent Horus from taking the Egyptian throne for 80 years.

Nbt on the west bank of the Nile some 30 km north of 
Luxor near the modern town of Tukh to the capital of the 
19th Nome of Upper Egypt, Pr-mdjd, which today is called 
El-Bahnasa and lies some 160 km north of Assiut

Range.

Associated with Red, Made Sexual Advances toward Family 
Members, Enormous Sexual Appetite, Family Drama

Set 
Sobek, Lord of Foreign Lands, God of Violence 
and Turmoil

Long, pricked-up ears with flattened tips. Elongated snout. 
Almond-shaped eyes. Crescent-shaped proboscis.  Two 
upright projections from the top of his head. Greyhound 
body. Erect, forked tail. Removed testicles. Pregnant with 
Horus’ seed. An extinct species of dog resembling a saluki, 
or a pig, a jerboa, a giraffe, an anteater, a wart hog or an 
okapi.okapi.

Comments.

Family.

A swaggerer and boaster, Seth claimed he deserved the 
throne of Egypt by virtue of his unassailable strength.

Parents. Nut (the Sky Goddess) and Geb (the Earth God) 
Siblings. Osiris, Isis (Osiris’ Consort), Nephthys 
Consort. Nephthys

Identifying
Characteristics.

Seth, the supreme trickster, apparently accepts reconciliation 
and invites Horus to a feast at his home. When night came, 
a bed was made up for the two gods and they lay down 
together- an unwise move on Horus’ part because, in the 
night, Seth made his penis become stiff, and he put it 
between the thighs of Horus. Thereupon, Horus put both his 
hands between his thighs and caught Seth’s semen in one of hands between his thighs and caught Seth’s semen in one of 
them.

Habits.



Status.

Alarmed, Horus ran to his mother, crying, “Help me, Isis, 
my mother! Come and see what Seth has done to me!” 
When he opened his hand and showed Seth’s semen to Isis, 
she was horrified, and, seizing her knife, she cut off his 
hand and threw it into a nearby canal. Isis then made Horus 
a new hand to replace the one that had been defiled by 
Seth’s semen. Next, she took a little sweet ointment and Seth’s semen. Next, she took a little sweet ointment and 
aroused Horus. She inserted his penis into a jar making him 
drip some of his semen into the vessel. 

Early next morning, Isis went to Seth’s garden carrying the 
jar containing Horus’ semen and asked the gardener what 
Seth’s favorite vegetable was. She was told that he only 
ever ate lettuce; a vegetable that the Egyptians thought had 
aphrodisiacal qualities. Isis put Horus’ semen on the aphrodisiacal qualities. Isis put Horus’ semen on the 
lettuces so that when Seth arrived and consumed his daily 
portion of the vegetable he became pregnant with the seed 
of Horus’. 

Last seen accompanying Re into the Sky where his voice is 
currently the thunder in the heavens.   
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Anansi 
Kwaku Ananse, Kacou Ananzè

Description.

Similar Species.

Mother. Ya Nsia (The Sixth Child) 
Wife. Tookooma, Aso 
Son. Ntikuma

Family.

Big. Black. Bald. Spiderman. Once handsome and svelte. 
Hunched back. Small head. Very big bottom (once his skull 
that he clapped against his anus). Spidly yet strong arms. 
Penis is longer than seventy-seven poles fastened together. 

Ture, Su, Anancy, Aunt Nancy, Ann Nancy
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